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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS
We sincerely apologize for the delay of this year's edition; your patience has been
greatly appreciated. This issue of 'Womantfwugfit has been a struggle, but well
worth the time and energy for both of us.
r

We would like to extend a very special thanks to Anne Pluto, Stephen Trainor,
Office of Students Affairs, Student Government Association, Darla, the Plastic
Animals, our thousands of faithful subscribers, and, of course, our humble and
most dedicated staff.
We dedicate this issue to all of the very talented artists who have submitted their
Please
work. We are proud to present your pieces: you are 'Womantfiougfit!
keep the submissions coming in next year so that we may continue this tradition at
Lesley College.
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Assistant Editor

Blood coursing with crisp vitality
Chilled flesh exhilarated by the
intrin sic beauty of Hope ...
Paula Trout

SPEECH FROM SENIOR INVESTITURE
I'm not very good with protocol - so I'm
going to address all of you here tonight as
friends - especially the members of the senior
class. I would like to thank you for giving me
this opportunity to be your speaker.
This speech has been on my mind since
May - and I had all sorts of ides that fell into
place - beautifully and mysteriously - last
weekend. I had laryngitis and spent Friday and
Saturday at my boyfriend's apartment reading a
remarkable and inspiring book, Octavio Paz's
biography of Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, a
seventeenth century Mexican nun. The Mexican
novelist Carlos Fuentes calls her the first great
Latin American poet.

veil at the Heronymite Convent of St. Jerorr:ie
using a dowry of 3,000 gold ducats - supphed
by her godfather. In Mexico, you needed
money to enter a convent. She chose holy
orders as a vocation and not because she was
very religious. She was instructed in ~aking .
this choice by her confessor - the Jesmt Antonio
Nunez de Miranda - who led her to believe that
a religious vocation was the way for her to_ .
study secular knowledge and to pursue wntmg.
Twenty years later, he would betray her.
At that time (the second half of the 17th
century), the nuns of New Spain never left the
convent; they were cloistered. Yet, wh~t_Sor
Juana wrote within the walls of that rehg10us
house reached a Hispanic world that inclu~ed
Lima, Peru and stretched across the Atlanuc
Ocean to the Court of the Spanish King in
Madrid . She was well known for her poetry,
her plays and her religious verse.

Juana Ines de Asbaje (or Juana Ines
Rameriz - she used both her father and mother's
names when it was convenient) wanted to be a
"learned woman." As a small child, she was
fascinated by language and literature. She
makes a reference in one of her letters to having
This was amazing. Sor Juana began this
taught herself Latin in 20 lessons, and she also
literary journey as an illegitimate girl from the
could speak and read Spanish and Portuguese.
village of San Miguel Nepantla, was sent a! the
In order to pursue a life as a "learned woman"
age of ten to live with rich relations in Mexi~o
she wrestled with her soul in choosing a
City, and at 15 was sent by those same relatives
vocation. There weren't many
to the Viceroy's palace as a lady in waiti~g to the
vocations/professions open to women in 17th
Vicereine. In all of these places her family, her
cen~ury New Sp~n. There was marriage- but
rich relations, the palace, Sor Juana was t~e
not m the romantic sense, the way we in the
outsider; she remained the outsider - even rn he
20th century like to picture it; we try to tell
convent - and needed the protection of both ~e
ourselves (or at least our children) that people
Church and state to carry out her desire of bemg
do marry for love. I'm not going to raise the
a writer. She was quite lucky. Protection an?
speculation of how many of us actually do patronage lasted twenty years. Sor Juana Ines
although being somewhat romantic or cynically
de la Cruz became a "learned woman," a
romantic, I'd like to believe love is the main
powerful woman, and because of her talent, her
thrust for marriage - but to return to Sor Juana's knowledge, and her power, she was beaten
world - marriage was a legal and financial
down by the very institution that had offered her
arrangement sanctified by God. After marriage, hope - the Catholic Church.
there was concubinage, prostitution and the
convent. (Great choices ...)
In the early 1690's, she lost both her friends
in high places and her confessor, Antonio
At the age of 20 - she was slightly younger
Nunez de Miranda who had protected her from
than most of you - Juana Ines, who was
the other men of the Church. Sor Juana, to
beautiful, witty, clever, literate, could dance,
escape the Inquisitor, surrendered her books,
wrote poetry, and had the patronage of the
forswore literary pursuits, and signed in blood
Viceroy and his wife, the Vicereine, took the
the renunciation of secular knowledge. In
1

essence her crime was that of being a "learned
woman." If she had been a man, her desire for
secular knowledge would have been applauded.

thoughts and feelings into language - on paper
to share with the teacher, the peers, the outside
world.

She died two hellish years later in 1695 at
the age of 46.

Sor Juana had no teachers. In the letter she
wrote to her confessor, she explained that her
studies have been extremely private and that she
never engaged the directions of a teacher - and
that she knows to study publicly in schools is
not seemly for a woman's honor. She also says
that women, like men, have rational souls - and
that they should enjoy the enlightenment of
letters. Finally, she questions why he finds her
knowledge so wicked when he praises the
learning of the martyred St. Catherine of
Alexandria. The answer is simple, and Sor
Juana knew it. St. Catherine was a figure, an
ideal, a Catholic story. Sor Juana Ines de la
Cruz was real - flesh and blood and talent, and
she used the Catholic Church to obtain secular
learning.

For the past week I have been consumed by
the spirit of Sor Juana, and I have been talking
about her to everyone close to me - my
boyfriend, my roommate, my boss, my classes,
and now, to all of you.
Reading Octavio Paz's book made me
9.~estion my own relationship to literature since
It 1s one of the most important relationships of
my life. It is my vocation. I asked - what do I
accomplish when I come to work? What do I,
as a teacher of literature, profess? The answer
has to be more than making sure you, my
students, understand what Flaubert means when
he tells us that Emma Bovary's blood "coursed
through her veins like a river of milk" or that
you can tell me who wrote:
The grave's a fine and private
place But none I think do there
embrace ...
or that William Faulkner got the title for Sound
Fury from Shake-speare's MacBeth:
Life 1s a tale, told by an idiot - full of sound
and fury - signifying nothing."

~nt!,
t~

The other conclusion I came to last weekend
was that I would also have joined the
Heronymite Convent, had I been faced with the
same choices in pursuing a literary life. Yet,
that was not my fate, and having been born in
the 1950's instead of the 1650's, I had other
choices, as you do. I studied literature because
my choice to explain a world I do not
understand was through language, through
writing. I became a teacher somewhat by
chance, perhaps fate. Fortunately, I am wellsuited to my profession, but like Sor Juana, I
know how lonely it is write. Writing is solitary.
But, unlike her, I have had you - my students.
And I have had the opportunity to learn from
you and help you learn over the last three years.
You have been my teachers and I have hungered
to see you gain knowledge and am happy to
know that come May - the end of our four years
together - you will join Sor Juana and myself in
the company of "learned women."

So last weekend, when my voice was gone,
and I sat in this very sunny warm room, I had
an ~piphany. My role as your literature and
wntmg professor is to touch your souls - and
the soul is the place where you have memory because what does reading literature or writing
P?etry ~nd/or fiction really do? The reading and
d1scuss1on of literature puts us in contact with
~nother human experience of the world, as told
m verse - or through a narrator's characters. To
I'm going to leave you tonight with her
g~ one step further - and I'm only going to say
words - with a love sonnet more eloquent than
this - )'.'OU can all leave here tonight and think
about 1t - ~eading or creating literature puts us in mine could ever be. Even though she was a
nun, she wrote remarkable love poems, full of
contact with what is dark in ourselves, with
critical speculation.
feelings that often have neither voice nor
language. And to be good readers or critics, we
Anne Elezabeth Pluto
n_eed,as Octavio Paz says, "to think and to feel"
simultaneously - and then translate those
2

Sonnet 164
My love, this evening when I spoke with you,
And in you face and actions I could read
That arguments of words you would not heed,
My heart I longed to open to your view.
In this intention, love, my wishes knew
And, though they seemed impossible, achieved:
Pouring in tears that sorrow had conceived,
With every beat my heart dissolved anew.
Enough of suffering, my love, enough:
Let jealousy's vile tyranny be banned,
Let no suspicious thought your calm corrupt
With foolish gloom by futile doubt enhanced,
For now, this afternoon, you saw and touched
My hear, dissolved and liquid in your hands.
Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz

3

LOVERS

*
Gently,
love, gently;
draw me to your rums and rock me
slowly.
Softly, love, softly;
whisper to me your loving words
and calm me with your smile.
Soft, gentle hands
stroke and caress my face
sending love through fingers' tips.
Lay me down
slowly
as I rest in your wrumth
and drift off into your being.

**
Soft words from your handsgentle touches from your lipswarmly secured by your steady gazeknowing,
forever,
that I once had your love.

***
Sweet love, gentle oneto whom I owe my life and souldo not forsake thyself for me
for though we love and we are strength,
the time will come for us to say good-bye.
And with that choice,
we shall part
with memories of each other's love
and with a gratefulness
for having had one another
for a finite eternity.
Suzanne Finlayson
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LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD
She followed a path
to grandmother's grave
wearing a dress of blood.
She carried a basket
of wild mushrooms and honey
to thank her dead grandmother
for the genes.
Only when she got halfway there
a handsome wolf ... smiled at her
so, she shyly showed him
her fishnet stockings.
He glanced at the old lady's gifts ...
and laughed,
for he had a fetish
for licking the honey from the lips
of innocent girls.
They skipped along singing some song
by the stones.
Smoking cigarettes , and the same eyes.
Dancing in the chaos
of the sun's despair.
So, hand in hand, they felt
the forest enchantment and ate the mushrooms
as the honey's sugar kissed them both.
Until grandmother came along
to find them all folded together
and with this she said
"Granddaughter, what big eyes you have."
Well, I am a little surprised to see you.
"Granddaughter, what a sticky smile you have."
Well, the mushrooms were bland.
"Granddaughter, what a lovely man you have sweetened
the better to taste his sorrows ... "
And with this the grandmother smiled ...
you are my grandchild, we wear the same
bright shoes.
And in the darkness the grandmother
opened a tree
and climbed inside her lovely death
blowing a kiss to her younger reflection.
Edy Shapiro
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DEAD ONES

!

The sounds in my house are only those of two dogs and
the dreaming dead ones
.
Often I hav~ imagined voices - the laughter and euphona
that usually dwell in anyone's home.
But not mine, mine is silent. Dead like the sleeping ones,
and dead like the ones that should be - but aren't here.
I'm warm, but the house is cold. The cold comes from
the wine cellar and rises, touching each mind, heart
and body that enters this house.
Funny how we ca_ll it home, seeing it doesn't resemble one.
Each creature crawls throughout the chambers of
this comparable mausoleum, sneering while smoothly
crossing the floors. The creaks in the planks
simulate the eruptions, the quarrels and the
pain that is seething in this place.
The dead ones sleep only to wake to another day of
creeping and crawling through the undergrowth of
irrationality that has gripped their lives. The
dead ones sleep, to dream of escaping from
the rage that only the subconscious can see.
I sit awake, the only sound is that of my loneliness,
and the coldness I can feel.
Not the dead ones, for they just sleep.
Alexandra Susan Campbell
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GENERATIONS
On a clear October afternoon, Sophie and I
drive to the Women's Health Center. Beech
trees stretch over the parking lot of the old
hospital where the health center is housed; the
upper stories are now a nursing home. Sophie
was born here on an autumn afternoon twenty
years ago. When she was held up against the
light, I could see her skeleton through the
translucent skin, square shouldered, sturdy,
arms thrown out like a sprinter's at the finish
line.
We climb the granite steps to the clinic
holding hands; at the glass-paneled doors , we
pause, each waiting for the other to enter first. I
think, how radiant she is, like a shaft of
sunlight . Her blond Afro shimmers around her
heart-shaped face; her hazel eyes are luminous.
I think, we could stand here for fifty years,
saying, "After you ... no, no, after you."
Fifty years from now, Sophie will be an old
woman and I will be lying in the ceremony at
Mallets Bay next to my aunt Hannah. Hannah
never had children, so my mother named my
after her. Was Aunt Hannah ever pregnant?
Maybe she had an illegitimate baby and
smothered it with a pillow. She might have
buried it under a pine tree in the woods behind
her house. The ground is soft under pine
n~edles; she could easily have dug a little hole,
lam the baby down, and covered it with dirt.
"Come along, Mumsie," Sophie says
finnly, tugging me into the hospital. It's the
same tug she used when I would stand in the
hallway of her day care center talking with the
other mothers by the cubby holes after she was
already bundled up in her skidoo boots and
down jacket.
Today Sophie wears a Mao jacket over her
T-shirt. When she takes the jacket off, there
will be a message stenciled across her chest:
QUESTION AUTHORITY or U.S. OUT OF
EL SALVADOR or CHE LIVES. She collects
these shabby emblems, some of them older than
she is; they are her history books.
In the waiting room, Sophie present herself
at the receptionist's desk while I take a booklet
about early uterine evacuation from the literature
rack and settle myself in one of the unmatched
arm chairs that are placed around a circular
coffee table. Young women sit quietly in the
frayed chairs, turning the pages of Peopleand
Time. Two of them wear maternity shirts over
their jeans; their bright sneakers and running
shoes ring the coffee table like a border of
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flowers. I feel awkward in my tweed pants suit
and brogues with fringed tongues, but Sophie
leans easily against the receptionist's desk,
handing over a card with her blood type, a copy
of her pregnancy test, and her money. She says
her name clearly, without embarrassment
My booklet shows line drawings of a small
engine connected to a basin at one end and a
suction tube at the other. This tube will be
inserted through the little opening in the neck of
the cervix and the contents of the uterus will be
vacuumed out: blood, placental tissue, a tiny
flesh-colored sea horse floating comfortably in
its miniature caul. Will it try to swim away
from the suction tube? Anchored by it slender
umbilical cord like a water lily, will it resist
evacuation?
"Hannahmommy, come on, it's time. " I
join Sophie at the reception desk where she
introduces me to the midwife, a lithe young
woman with wavy hair cut like an acorn cap
around her face . Holding hands, Sophie and I
follow the midwife through the pale green
corridors into the heart of the hospital where the
stench of ammoniated urine mixed with
disinfectant drifts down from the nursing home.
My mother, Sophie's grandmother, lives in
a nursing home permeated by this smell. Her
home was never a hospital , though; it 's a
remodeled hotel with a domed atrium and worn
marble floors. Sophie and I visit my mo ther
every Sunday. Last week when we came, she
was watching the very large, very loud
television which rests on a pedestal in the center
of the atrium. She and her friends were
wrapped in white flannel blankets like infants ;
strapped into their wheelchairs, the old wome n
leaked pee into their diapers, drooled , doz ed .
When an ancient, painted crone stalked onto the
scene on skeletal legs, their heads jerked up,
their memories momentarily alert.
"That's Bette Davis, " my mother said. "I' d
know her anywhere. Hannah, remember that
movie we went to see that had Bette and Mary
Astor in it?"
Sophie said, "Grandma , we brough t you
some ice cream. Rum raisin. Would you like to
eat it before it melts?"
My mother nodded. She herself remi nded
me of rum raisin, her velvety eyes shri veled in
her creamy face. Since my mother can no
longer feed herself, Sophie pulled up a chair
and made a picnic table of her lap. She scraped
ice cream from the cardbo ard contain er with a

plastic spoon and deposited it in my mother's
mouth, cleaning up around the comers the way
you make sure all the baby food goes in.
"That movie where they fooled the husband
about which one really had the baby?" my
mother continued.
It must have been forty years ago. My
mother and I saw this movie on a Saturday
afternoon when I was in fifth grade. "Bette was
married to George Brent, but Mary was
pregnant with his baby," my mother said. "It
got pretty complicated, the women were hiding
in a cottage waiting for the baby so that when
Brent came back from the air force, he'd think it
was Bette's." My mother and I had held hands
and eaten Mounds bars in the movie theatre.
She'd turn to me now and then to see if I
understood the story and I'd say, "Shhh," afraid
she was going to explain it out loud.
In her wheel chair, a final spoonful of ice
cream melting on her tongue, my mother fell
asleep before she could remember how the film
had ended. I myself was not certain, but
somehow the husband and wife must have
brought up the baby together because this was
before they had divorce and abortion in the
movies.
Sophie, the midwife, and I are now in the
treatment room where the abortion would be
performed. It is perhaps eight by ten feet, the
floo_rspace ?omi~ated by an examining table
eqmpped with stirrups and a wide roll of white
butcher paper. A Mediterranean seascape -- flat
blue ocean, red sail, terra cotta roof tops -- has
been taped to the ceiling above the table.
Sophie places her feet in the stirrups and looks
up at the sailboat. I sit in the comer on a metal
chair, Sophie's dungarees and Mao jacket
folded in my lap, wishing she were on the deck
of the boat, sailing the little craft into the wind.
I notice that the brassy hair on her legs has
thickened; I would like to reach out and stroke
it.
The midwife bends her head between
Sophi.e's leg, pushing; the girlish knees apart,
reachm g for her surgical gloves, her lubricant.
"Now I'm going to insert the speculum, it might
feel a little cold. Now I'm going to swab your
cervix with disinfe ctant... "
I remember these words from when I was
myself a youn g girl, broad -boned and curly
headed like Sophie. Legs spread apart, skirt
pulled up, I lay on a table like this one in Dr.
Chapin 's oak paneled office where rows of fat
maroon medical books were stored in glassfronted cupboards. It was evening, the patients
all treated, the nurse gone home. Snow was
falling outside in the dark.

Doctor Chapin had graduated from high
school in my mother's class. He was a big
man, pear-shaped, with gold-rimmed glasses
covering his round eyes. He said, "Your
mother was quite a gal. You understand, I
wouldn't do this for everyone."
"My mother doesn't know about this ... "
"Of course not. And we won't tell her.
Say, how did that young feller get in there?
You're clutched up tighter than a nun's bun.
You,,know, I can't do this if you don't loosen
up.
"I'll try.,,
''You'd be more relaxed if you had a climax.
Here, let me help you."
I remember Doctor Chapin's brush cut, all
the blond and gray hairs even on the top of his
head. I remember he took off his glasses and
put them on the stainless steel basin attached to
the examining table. I remember the large,
spongy hands, the fine-grained fla~cid to!lgue.
Afterwards he said, "Now I'm gomg to msert
the speculu~, it might be a little cold ... this'!I ,,
pinch a bit ...there, that wasn't so bad, was It?
Suddenly, Sophie is on her feet. "Stop, it
hurts. I can't stand this!" She paces betwee~
the examining table and the wall, her eyes wild,
her flanks filling the narrow space. "I can't. I
can't."
'Well " the midwife says, "you could carry
the baby to term, or you could have a saline
abortion in the second trimester ... "
Sophie stops prowling._ S~e straightens her
shoulders, pulling the T-shrrt nght across her
chest. CHE LIVES stretches like a banner
between her nipples. "I have to," she says.
Then, loudly, "/ don't want this thing inside

me."
I ask, "Would it be easier for you if I
leave?"
''Yes, please."
.
The sun, slanting towards evemng, has
reached the waiting room ahead of me. Broad
stripes of pale light lie across the round table,
the magazines, the waiting wome?. I take my
place in the ring of chairs, stretchmg my legs
into a patch of sun. I can see clearly that the
cuffs of my herring bone trousers are frayed,
that little deposits of shoe polish are wedged
between the crepe soles and leather uppers of
my shoes. Early this morning, I shined the
shoes at the kitchen table, polish, rag, and
brush laid out next to my coffee cup.
Sophie had come to sit opposite me at the
table. She picked up the shoe brush and started
buffing the shoe I'd already smeared with
polish--left side, right side, heel and toe, left
side, right side, heel and toe. She had chanted
9

-these directions to herself when she was a child
to make sure she didn't leave unpolished spots.
"How are you feeling?" I asked.
"All right. Nervous." Left side, right side,
heel and toe. ''Did you know, when I went to
have my first examination at the Health Center,
there were right-to-lifers picketing outside?"
"Did they bother you?"
"They just marched around with signs and
talked to people." Sophie set down the shoe
she'd been working on and picked up the other
one. "I guess in a way they did bother me.
They talked about killing babies as if having an
abortion was committing murder." Brush,
pause, brush, turn, left side, right side.
I said carefully, "I guess there are different
ways to look at it."
"/don't think there are different ways to
look at it. It's not a baby, it's an embryo. It's a
zygote." Brush, brush, tum, brush.
''You know," Sophie continued, "they
believe in capital punishment but not in
abortion? I tried to tell them that murder is
killing people who already exist. Killing a little
thing that's like a tadpole isn't murder." Brush,
brush brush, brush, brush brush.
"It's all right," I said, "it's all right. You
have to take care of your own life."
"There are millions of tadpoles," Sophie
said. "We used to scoop them up in the pond
water for ecology class. Did you know that
when ducklings dive their heads into the pond,
they're eating tadpoles? They gobble up
anything that moves. It's an instinct."
In the waiting room of the Women's Health
Center, I find that I have stood up. Black
shapes like tadpoles swim inside my eyes. I
shake my head to clear my vision and wonder
why I'm on my feet. I would like to move
away from my chair, but there's no _spac~;the
coffee table is in my way. I tum twice, like_a
dog treading out snakes in the grass, then sit
down again. Leaning my head against the chair
back, I close my eyes and watch the ~lack
forms fade behind my lids. Exhaust:Ion spreads
over me like a feather comforter.
When Sophie comes back into the room,
she stand quietly by the reception desk, weight
on one leg, waiting for me to join her. She
seems a little pale, the skin around her eyes
translucent like the eyelids of a sleeping infant,
but her back is straight, her gaze direct; she is
smiling.
"I did it," she says. "It wasn't so bad. Did

you hear me yell?"
"No. Yes. Do you feel all right? Do you
want to go home? Would you like to sit down?"
She says, "I'm fine. Really. I'm proud of
myself."
In the car, Sophie lolls in the passenger set,
floppy as a Raggedy Ann doll. I reach across
her to fasten her seat belt and I think for a
moment of the women in my mother's nursing
home strapped into their wheelchairs. But
Sophie isn't like them. Her bones are dense
under her firm flesh, her relaxed muscles are
strong, the blood seeping into the soft cotton
pad between her legs is bright and thick. She is
sleeping now with a kind of intensity, as if it
were an activity. She has always slept like this,
fiercely, radiating heat. When she was a little
girl, I would sometimes wake in the early
morning to find her curled in the space between
my knees and shoulders, her hot form fitted into
my body as it had been before birth .
Anita Landa
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THE FEAR WITHIN ME - A REAL LIFE HORROR STORY
Cast of Characters
Catherine E. Grace as herself
Mrs. Harvey - 5th Grade Math Teacher
Featuring - The Blackboard
Extras - The Rest of Catherine's Classmates
Scene I
Outside, the sun shines with a yellow,
golden brightness that engulfs the playground
and school. I can distinctly hear the birds
chirping in the early April morning light. The
chirping sounds almost magnified, completely
drowning out the sound of Mrs. Harvey's
demanding, bellowing voice explaining new
equations.
What on earth could she be talking about
now? My ten-year-old mind honestly doesn't
care. I'd rather listen to the birds chirping or
gaze at the butterfly that proceeds to flutter
profusely around and around the window pane.
In the classroom there is this impending
~arkness surrounding me. I feel totally lost. In
mtense horror I lose myself staring at Mrs.
Harvey's double chin, buddah-style face and
brown piercing, beady eyes. Oh God, I see that
gleam m her eyes. She's getting ready to call on
us, on me especially. She's out to get me.
I avert my eyes from her direction and I
burn them through the page of the math book page 109, fractions. For some absurd,
unknown reason, I figure if I stare at the page
full of problems more and more, the better of an
understanding I will have, when in reality, I
only get more confused. To me examining a
p~ge ?f fractions is like trying to follow
directions on a road map being held upside
down.
In desperation I wonder if I can fake a
sudden illness. My stomach is hurting me. To
be honest, my stomach always feels like it is
going to cave in when Mrs. Harvey writes out
the long, never-ending fractions on the board
for her pupils to solve, or at least make an
attempt to solve.
At this point my heart is making this very
loud, clear, abrupt, thumpity-thump noise. I
can feel its beat pounding in and out of my
sweater. "Oh God, please don't let Mrs.

Harvey call on me," I s~ently pray. J?~ring
these times I can grow rnto a very rehgious
child, though I normally don't like going to
church every Sunday. If there is a God, then,
"God, don't let her pick me. Okay? PLEASE?
I promise from this point on_to be good. I even
promise to put in fifty cents rnstead of the
measly twenty-five cents I usually throw into
the collection."
With wide, fearful, blue-green eyes, I
witness Mrs. Harvey picking out classmates
sitting around me to approach the intimidating
blackboard and solve the problem. I sit and
watch her extend her arm with its rolls of fat
and her chubby, red dragon-painted finger
pointing in an erratic fashion. With the sweat
pouring from my palms and forehead, I could
grease a cookie sheet instead of using Crisco. I
feel my body tremble. A nervous twitch starts
in my right eye. Maybe I do have an illness.
Maybe I can make a run for the door. Oh God,
don't let the big old bag call on me.
"I'll get you and your little pesty dog too!"
The wicked witch! I bet Mrs. Harvey, when as
a child, idolized the Wicked Witch of the North
and despised Dorothy.
I hear her praising students who follow_ed
every step correctly in the way_she want~d 1t
done. I see the students returning to thelf seats
with triumphant looks splashed across their
faces. All I want to do is reach out and hit
them. Why can't I be like those kids? "The
other kids," is how I refer to the smarties when
I explain my woes and disappointments to my
mom day after day. "Mom, why can't I be as
smart as they are?"
Some of the kids are even willingly raising
their hands. They, the few, the smart, the brave
know-it-alls, actually want to go to the board
because they know the answer. That's what I,
with extreme envy, think to myself.
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Okay, I've gone this far with Mrs. Harvey
not calling me. Maybe this could be my lucky
day. I feel my spirits soar. "Cathy Grace, do
number 12 please." The rest is history. The
same song and dance. I can't remember the
steps. I stare at the book, number 12. I look at
the blackboard. I then look at the piece of big,
yellow chalk. I feel the twenty-five pairs of
eyes staring at me . I hear some students
tapping their feet or pencils. I look at the clock.
Cl ass is almost over, only three more stupid
minutes. Maybe the witch will let me go, forget
about the problem.
For the sake of writing something down, I
write blah, blah, blah, whatever. I stare with
great hopelessness at Mrs. Harvey . My eyes
are silently whispering, whimpering, pleading,
"Help me." Mrs. Harvey push es up her rolls of
fat and waddles over to assist me. "T his is all
wrong," she unmercifully announces. With her
flabby arm, she erases the whole problem and
proceeds to complete it herse lf.
It is recess time and all the kids are waiting
for Mrs. Harvey to hurry up, finish my
problem, and shut up and let them go and play
out with their other friends. I see them staring
out the window watching the kids play. Then I
feel their angry eyes on me. "Stupid," I hear
one kid in the front whisper.
This scene happens every day. Would it
bother you?
Cathy Grace
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ICED TO THAW

If only my arteries and veins
would tum to ice;
And like a river, running through a frozen cavern,
Hide the blood coursing within.
To have:
No concern for who I am,
for how I act,
for what anyone thinks,
No trying anymore,
No analyzing.
Everyone, Everything turned and thrust away.
Sociability and worry is too much work
To be left so uncertain.
Oh, for isolation;
But in payment for this ice I would receive
No love,
No use for living;
Gaining death.
But death holds no interest now;
So I must tum
To
life,
love,
concern.
Elizabeth D . Coates
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LIFE STAGES

Flowing toward the future
blood
an unknown present
tears
that are grown past
rivers
full of currents
emotions
not left behind
Jen Hill

DATE RAPE, REVISITED

Trembli~g
gropmg
fighting
you took me
stealing what was not yours
exhausted, my body surrendered.
Did you know
my mind, locked within, silently pleaded?
could I have permitted you this right
by offering feelings?
Eyes closed
the rage pulsated
my soul died.
once again you had managed to conquer
another piece of my puzzle.
Kristen Heller
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A HANDFUL OF ASSORTED

PENCILS

Mark moved in
in stages
a few things at a time
The first batch of stuff he brought included:
a snapshot of himself, aged 2, in feetie pajamas
2 pairs of wool socks with bright orange tops (it was August)
a beret he bought in France while he was in the navy
The second batch of stuff was equally puzzling:
a green marble rock to be used as a paper weight
his navy dog tags
another snapshot, (he was maybe 6) at the beach with his brothers and father
a handful of assorted pencils
Maybe on the third trip he brought his shaving kit.
I welcomed him
and his stuff
But what he chose to bring
made me wonder
what he'd left behind
Melinda W. Green
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fantasy august 20
i need to go to europe to drink suck breathe absorb
a sister culture an alien mother-tongue i need the
blues and whites of ruined stone soft sand fleshwarm water to pluck silver-green olive leaves and
walk terraced hillsides i need to gather heather
on the moors to feel the mist and bone bitter chill
i need to ski the alps stopping at five for sweet
tea chocolate and bread i need terra cotta bow ls
overflowing with fruit on a blanket in the sun
beside a river clotted with cream colored sailboats
i need to meet a lover at the bullfights who finds
me weak with grief and takes me without a word
to a set of dusty rooms opens my mouth pours wine
into it covers mouth with lips and we drink wine
then each other as the sun plunges
into the seething ocean
cheryl smith
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UNTITLED

There were three wee boys.
They played each and every day,
But soon tired of all the toys.

The woman loved them even though,
She knew the parents would soon be back.
She would have to give them up
To parents who only knew how to hit the sack.

Their cruel history went through their minds.
They started to hit when they were mad
Just like they were taught
'
By their very own Mom and Dad.

The young lady said she would care for them,
But they had to promise not to bite.
The boys grew to love her
And they learned not to fight.

Jason would always swear.
He was the biggest of the three.
He learned his words from his caretaker
Who always hit him over her knee.
'

Jason learned not to swear.
Joshua's knees were no longer bare.
Justin learned to talk out his problems.
They loved the woman who did care.

Joshua was always a follower.
His knees were bare.
He la1;1ghedat everything that was said,
But his mother didn't care.

All the boys needed was a little lovin'.
Lovin' they were never given before.
She knew she could not give them up
Else she could not live anymore.

Justin was the littlest of all.
He ~ad a hard punch,
Which he also learned from a caretaker
But his mother had only a hunch.
'

The parents soon showed.
They came to take the boys away.
The woman pleaded with them.
The boys tried to tell them they wanted to stay.

There was a women who walked in
And said she was going to be fair.
She said they were going to talk.
She told them she did care.

The gun went off.
The woman fell dead.
Under her lie three wee boys,
With little holes in their heads.

In one little room in a small town

Becky Pickard
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THERAPY
There is a woman
\\baring long skirts with boots,
bulky sweaters and grand dangling earrings.
She is proud and confident.
At tim es I can see her so clearly, but she doesn't stay.
There is a child
Scared and confused, curled up in a ball on the floor in a room.
The tears and pain are always close to the surface
And too often she feels ashamed of who she is.
I sit in your chair looking around the room,
Catching your eyes for a moment before I have to look away.
Every crack in the ceiling,
every picture on the wall,
is committed to memory.
You wait. Who will I be tonight, woman or child?
I struggle with the words .
The memories I long to share with your don't come easily.
I'm afraid to ask you for help,
what if you laugh ... like he did?
Instead,
my body tells you to stay away
while my heart hopes you will read my mind and come closer.
Why can't you know what I want,
Sense when I'm afraid, and help me to feel safe?
A child should feel safe.
Isn't that what a good parent is supposed to do?
'Tm on the ground, this wasn ' t supposed to happen
I wait for someone to help me but no one does.
I feel pressure and then a sharp pain , I start to cry.
It's because I'm ugly I hear him say.
I run to the school, alone, scared and curl up by the cold wall , crying.
I want to be held by strong, safe arms and hear a voice tell me it's not my fault
Instead, I hold myself, but my arms are too weak to make a difference .
My young voice can't know that it isn't my fault .
Upstairs I see the blood on my pants,
I hide them so no one will know.
Downstairs we all eat dinner.
I want to cry, but I can't."
You sit close to me,
listening,
stroking my hair like you would a child's.
Twenty years later I still shake as I recall the details.
I hear your gentle voice tell me it wasn't my fault
It's taken so long, but fmally I start to feel safe.
You can see the woman more easily than I can.
You see her despite my old patterns and defenses .
One day I'll look at myself and see her too.
She will take the child in her arms
And they will walk out together, smiling.
Sue Morse
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LOVE LETTERS
In the mail
they come
smelling of cologne
and hormones
With hearts and arrows
initials entwined
in sweet embrace
on envelopes
With messages
of love inscribed
on return addresses
J.R. loves B.B.
With memories
the mother and daughter
become co-conspirators
of romance
Sharing stories of
shooting stars over
moonlit Adirondack lakes
Secretly singing songs
of love potions, unchained
hearts, he loves me
yeah,yeah,yeah
He says, I smell
sweeter than any flower
he says, I miss you
the daughter whispers
Oh my, giggles the mother
remembering other letters
remembering growing up
is hard to do
Mother and daughter embrace
in a circle of recognition
Like doves
the love letters come
Letting go
is hard to do.
Carol Bearse
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PERSONAL SYMPHONY
I stood alone
On the brink
Of death ...
Yes, I think it was death
I looked into the abyss
And I screamed
In hatred
Defiance
Denial that this was
The end

My end
And as I cowered in the shadows
And wept
For all I had lost
Innocence
Faith
Trust
Myself
A song arose
I knew not from whence it came
I knew not its blessed source
And after a time
I was lifted to my aching feet
Sore, battered no longer
Healed by the song
I cast about for the singer
And I discovered
The singer was me!
And I was the Song
And in that moment
I knew
The only truth I would ever need
Mine is a Song
Of Truth
Of Beauty
Of Strength
And it is indestructible
As I am indestructible
I have passed
Through the fire
The burning flames
And the cold,
The endless cold
And I survived
And finally, I thrive
So I shall walk
Through this world
My world
Born in Song
Bourn on my Song
And I am Free and Indestructible

Riz
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kilma di dilwati
(tell me now)

Husband, how could you ever know
what you are to me, (my dearest love) habibi?
The heart sees no borders
just as it knows not why or how -only that it must be so.
You laugh, insist I am but your destiny
kilma di dilwati
Mary Chaves
Silence is your weapon
show me your hands
invade my soul
let yourself sing

ANOTHER

Stephanie Krauss
November 20, 1990

CHANCE

I know how deep the pain must be, from what
I've put you through
To erase the mark I've left inside, to mend your
heart from two.
The closeness you so often tried to share with
only me,
How cruel I was to push you away, how only
now I see.
Your warmth and kindness and loving spirit
was always by my side
You gave and gave your love each day, never
once I ever tried.
Now I want to try and give the love you
wished from me
Given up you've become for now, there is no
interest left to see.
I miss the times we once did spend, so close in
every way,
As friends and more, now nothing at all, we've
drifted far away.
One day from now I hope you '11find the
sweetness in your heart
To think of me and consider again in yqur life
my special part.
My love's on hold, for you I seek, so strong
and yet so true,
And once again, your love may grow for me,
as mine has grown for you.
Alissa Eisenberg
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DEAR PARENTS
Dear Parents,
The night before Threshold can be a killer for the both of you. Be warned. Your stomachs
will be in knots, you will have no appetite, and you will be all confused. We do underst~nd, and
to make you feel better , you'll get the bill for the Dom Perignon we charged to your credit card. It
was Janet's idea.
Some parents are fine when their sons or daughters leave for college, but then there are other
parents.that are wigging out. Some parents would pack their kids a week early and ha".e the UPS
truck pick up both the luggage and us. We consider that a direct hint that our presenc~ 1~ no l~nger
needed or wanted. Others will tell you how to pack because they still want you to their little girl or
boy.
. One student's parents went as far as marking off the days on the calendar and writing a guest
li~t for a party to celebrate the departure of their forgotten child. Another student's mother, w~o
wi shes to remain anonymous, put a sign on the student's empty bed which read, "This ?ed will be
occupied by the family cat ." Now what about that . Another student's brother kept talking abo~t
how he was going to get the phone for himself once she left. Yet another student has an Estonian
student occupying her bedroom at home.
So~ e parents ?'~t their sons and daughters to do well so badly that they threaten them. One
stude nt s father said , Pass all your tests. Keep money in your account. Keep the cops away from
my teleph one or you will be disinherited." How does that sound to you?
As you can see, it can be a pretty rough start for most parents, but you'll get used to it. If you
need rea ssuran ce, you can always give us a call, but we're usually not there. Here's the number of
the loc al bar where you can find us. Just ask for the disinherited child of the Threshold 6:00
O'Cl ock Wri ting Class .
Sincerely,
The 6:00 O'Clock Writing Class
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PENETRATION
Music penetrates the walls of my mind
The waves of color take on a rhythm of their own
Uncontrollably
The canvas, once white with purity is stained
Forever
My mind is washed away like the left over color on the brush
Momentarily
In a dream-like state my body is taken over
Until reality hits
With a bang ...
Or a ring of the telephone ...
Or a knock at the door .. .
It shatters
Like glass!
Caryn Mayo
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THE MACHl'S FAREWELLl
"Camina la Machi para el Guillatun
chnmal y rebozo, trailonco y kultrun ..." 2
("Walking towards the Guillatun the Machi carries chamal and rebozo, trailonco and kultrun.")
The Machi's hair is gray, the wrinkles in her weathered face resemble the furrows on her sun
and wind-beaten land. Here, strong winds are part of the landscape, part of life. Her dark eyes
survey the surrounding hills and plain as she heads for the clearing. Her eyes see beyond the hills
and plain and beyond this geography, beyond this time. In front of her eyes run fast, ferociously,
the past, the present and the future.
Many years ago, when she was a young woman, she was initiated as the Machi of this village.
In those days her hair was very dark and her skin smooth. She had spent years learning the
mysteries of the plants and mineral of the region. Sometimes she had to walk several miles
looking for weeds or roots with which to fashion a shield to protect an unfortunate child from an
early death. Sometimes extracts from a root or weed, a lot of care on her part and lots of love from
the child's parents were all that was needed, but sometimes ...
She has learned to speak the languages of many different birds, mammals and insects. In the
morning she likes to sing while she works, she sings some of the songs she spent years learning
and her friends fly by and sing along. In the afternoon, she converses with an old dog, perhaps a
childhood friend or with the local sheep which her neighbors keep for the wool they use to make
their ponchos or sweaters. At night she listens to the conversation of crickets. They always know
if there is going to be a sudden change of weather, and so does she.
Some animals she hates because they do not let her do her work or because they make human
life in these harsh environments almost unbearable. Some hate her because she uses them to help
her kin when they are sick or troubled. Hate and love are for her a continuum, part of the same
circular life trapped in time and geography, in her universe: the Mapu, this land, our world, where
the good and the bad, love and hate coexist in constant struggle. Above, the Heavens with its four
levels or houses , the house of Ngenechen and our ancestors. Below, Minche-napu, the land of the
supernamral evil. N eiven, the good, comes from the south and from the east, the bad from the
north, always from the north, and from the west, region of the death.
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"Arriba esta el cielo brillante y azul
abaJo la tribu al son del kultrun ..." 2
("Above: bright blue skies, below: the kultrun is the spirit of the tribe.")

The Machi, Ernestina, is wearing a dark, heavy blanket on her shoulder, a long bronzed pin
keeps it from falling. A print percale dress shows underneath her blanket. In her hands she carries
a kultrun, her kultrun . The Machi's kultrun is a magical percussion instrument made out of wood.
Sheep skin makes the head of the drum and on its surface there are a series of drawings
representing the four comers of the universe. Inside the kultrun there are small pebbles and the
voice of the Machi. Her healing powers speak through her kultrun. She stops now and holding it
at the level of her chest, she begins to beat the rhythm of a song, slowly at first, while she looks
toward the south, source of Guillan, the ancestral wisdom, and sings:

"E ------ echo nee ------0-----------a
ne o ho o---------m-ia ha ia e o------ho io-----a
cha o Jo cha cho------o Jou- ------------neo Jo po po e oJo-----o
.
,(
.,
.
,,3
e-----o JO 0-------------a---yi:.---o JOyo yo----Jo--------------Tomorrow she will sing Machi/wan and a new Machi will take her place.
Carlos Suarez-Boulangger
1. Machi is the name given to the shamanic healer in the southern araucanian regions of what is
now known as the countries of Argentina and Chile. The Araucanians or Mapuche have their
language and culture and were never conquered or incorporated into the Inca Empire. They
also resisted conquest by the Spaniards in spite of many brutal campaigns.
2. El Guillatun folk song written by folksinger and composer Violeta Parra.
3. Aretz, Isabel. S{ntesis de la etnomusica en America Latina. Monte Avila. Edi tores. C.A. ,

1980.
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CHAINS ...
I was born with the chains that rattle after me.
Chains that remind me of my dark skin.
Chains that remind me of my mother's tears,
and of my father's silent anger.
Chains that made us sing louder and louder
to drown out the rattling sounds on the concrete.
Chains that would be with me forever.
I was born with the chains that limited my steps,
Chains that defined my whole being
Chains that destroyed the generation before me
and would eventually destroy me.
Chains that made me tolerant and passive
Chains that taught me to hate.
Chains that taught me to dream.
Chains that represented my inferiority.
Chains that I will bring to the grave.
Eunice Senat
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BEDSPRINGS

One of my earliest childhood memories that I can recall happened when I was seven-years-old.
My mom worked nights so my dad had to put my sister and me to bed. Instead of going upstairs
with us to make sure we did everything and did not fool around and waste time, my dad gave us a
list of things to do before and after we got into bed. We were supposed to wash our faces, brush
our teeth, and then get into bed. My dad knew how much Kim and I liked to read, but it was late
so he told us that it was too late to read and we were supposed to go straight to sleep.
My dad had a gut feeling that we were going to disobey him so when Kim and I were in the
bathroom, my dad snuck into our bedroom and laid down next to my bed against the wall. He
waited. Sure enough, when Kim and I returned from the bathroom, Kim pulled out a book that
she was reading. I asked her, "Should we be doing this? Daddy wants us to go right to sleep."
She replied, "Daddy is too busy watching T. V. He will never come upstairs and check on us." So
I pulled out my book and I started to read.
A few minutes later, my dad pulled on one of the box springs to my bed and let it go. The bed
made a funny noise and I laughed. Kim asked me what I was laughing at. I said, "My bed just
went boom." Kim did not believe me. My dad waited a couple of minutes and then he did it
again. I laughed and Kim asked me, "What are you laughing at?" I replied, "My bed went boom
again." She said, "Go back to reading your book. You are just imagining it." My dad wait~ a
few more minutes and then he pulled on my box spring again. I laughed, but this time my sister
Kim came over to my bed and said, "Push over! Let me get into your bed and see what yo~ are
talking about." My dad proceeded to pull the spring one more time and when he did it, mY_sister
peeked over the side of the bed and saw him. He roared which scared her. Her eyes got big and
she jumped. He also made me jump. We never read when we were told not to again.
Heather Jones
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THE DARK

says.
She looks out the car window as if it were
She looses track of the car, the motion.
the frame around a picture. The g_oldenland
She is riding in the clouds. Making animal
takes up the bottom third of the picture , then
shapes in the clouds. Seeing armies about to
there's the sky. Blue sky. Clouds for .
clash, changing into lions and angels. Soft,
dreaming. Flying. She canfly. Sheflzes to
floating
clouds. Blue blue sky.
the clouds.
Oh, look girls, the Lacombe Horne, she
Tell me the story about when I was born,
said. That's the place where children go who
she said.
are bad. That's where they go when nobody
You were a mistake, she said. Your f~ther
left when you were born, you know. I cned for wants them. Father, drive up to the Lacombe
Home and show the girls where they will go if
two weeks after you were born, rou know..
they are bad.
You just kept looking up at me with those big
What's bad?
blue eyes. You knew I couldn't send you back,
Mr. Black will come and take you away if
she laughed. The nurse tried to push Y<;m
back,
you're bad.
she said. You would have been born, nght
What's bad?
there in my bed. I called the nurse. She pushed
Things happen to girls who are bad.
you back. It took a long time for the doct~r to
What's bad?
com e. It took a long time. It took a long time
In July she took some money from her
for you to come.
father's pocket. There was a lot of it there.
I wa s going to call you Richar~ Truman
And peanuts. How did he find out? There was
Bums. Richard for Richard the Lion Hearted.
so much of it there. It was her birthday in
Truman after Harry, and Bums for Bobby
August. End of August. There was no cake.
Bum s. He was a poet. You were going to be
No card. No present. No party. No nothing.
preside nt. You would drive the car when you
What's bad?
were fifteen. You would wear a suit and take
your sisters where they wanted to go. But you
. She was afraid of her grandfather's third
were a little girl. Your father asked me what I
wife. She mad scary sounds in her throat and
want ed to name you. I said, call it Penelope. It she talked with her hands. Her grandfather said
brok e my heart . I cried for two weeks.
that he married her for peace and quiet. They all
laughed. She was afraid. Afraid that the
woman would touch her. Afraid that she would
** *
have to kiss her. She wouldn't eat anything the
Her sisters , twins, tried to sell her to
woman made for her.
stran gers. They left her to die when her foot
She was afraid of her cousin with the hump
got caught in the tracks and there was a train
back. Rice Crispies with milk reminded her of
comin g. They turned the light off because she
her cousin's hump. Little pockets in the cereal
was a afraid of the dark. They tried to drown
filled up with the white milk like white skin
her on her eighth birthday. They hated holding
falling off her cousin's white hump into her
her warty hands when they walked to church.
bowl. She tried eating it with her eyes closed.
They hated her feet. They laughed at her body
It was mushy like white mushy skin. It made
her vomit.
when she had breasts and they didn't. They
lau ghed when she started her period and she
Bad girls don't eat what's put in front of
was scar ed. Serv es the brat right, they said.
them.
They made her do what they said. They
Bad girls don't respect their elders.
said they'd tell if she didn' t. They told anyway.
Bad girls don't do what they' re told.
She wa s so mad that she tried to punch one
Oh, look girls, the Lacombe Home she
once . Her sister held her by the forehead at
said. That's where children go who ar~ bad.
arms length. She couldn't touch her. She was
That's w~ere they go when nobody wants them.
furious. Her sister stills laughs about that, she
Father drive up and show the girls the Lacombe
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Home, where they will go if they are bad.
She curls up on the back seat. The car
stops . The door will open in a minute and they
will take her away . She will be alone. It will
be like the dark. She is always alone in the
dark because she can't see anything. Terrible
things could be right next to her and she can't
see them. Things could get her. She wonders
if her mama and daddy will come visit her
ever.
They left part of her there that day. Nobody
ever did come visit.
What's bad?

***
I don't understand why you never come
home. I don't understand why you never talk
to us. I don't understand how you could be so
nasty. I don't understand how you could do
this to us. I don't understand why you never
tell us where you 're going. If you would just
ask ...
Mother, can I go spend the night with a
friend?
Ask your father.
Father, can I go spend the night with my
friend?
Ask your mother.

wanted to pay for the cab. It was 3:00. a.m.
Two cops came in. You're looking for me, she
said.
Look girls. This is a detention home. This
is where girls go who are bad. This is where
they go when nobody wants them.
They took her to the hospital first. Need to
see if you were raped, they said. I wasn't
raped, she said. Need to see if this guy raped
you, they said. He didn't rape me, she said.
You're a minor, they said. I'm a virgin, she
said. They stripped off her clothes ...Forced her
on the table ...Splayed her on the table ...Put her
feet in stirrups. Pried her apart. Jabbed her.
Probed her. Hurt her. The instruments hurt
her. The gloved fingers hurt her. The white
hurt her. The light hurt her. It was cold. She
was cold, except for the light on her skin ...the
doctor's breath on her labia.
It's all right, Mrs. Murphy, she's still a
virgin, they said. She wasn't raped, they said .
Oh thank God. My baby's still a virgin.
She's a good girl. She cried.
She felt cheap. And used.
What's bad?
They did it for her own good , they said.
Her mother. Her father. The judge. It would
teach her a good lesson. Locking her up is a
good lesson, it's a good lesson for her, they
agreed.
Look girl. The detention home. This is
where you go when you are bad. This is
where you go when nobody wants you.
She sat straight up on the back seat. The car
stopped. The door opened and they took her
away. She was alone. It was like the dark.
She was alone in the dark because she couldn 't
see anything. Terrible things could be right next
to her and she couldn't see anything. Things
could get her. Come to think of it, her life was
very much in the dark.

***
Things happen to girls who are bad, you
know.
What's bad?
She called up to say she'd be home that
night. It got late. She spent her last quarter on
a cup of coffee. Home was a good five-mile
walk, up hill, in the snow.
You can call your father. You can always
call your father ... Daddy, can you come get me?
WHERE THE HELL ARE YOU? WHO THE
HELL SAID YOU COUW GO THERE?
WHY THE HELL DID YOU GO THERE
WHEN YOU HAD NO WAY OF GEITING
HOME? WHY THE HELL CAN'T YOUR
FRIEND'S FATHER GO GET YOU? WHAT
THE HELL ... DAMNATION.
She asked a complete stranger for a ride .
He was drunk. He was small. Short, no build.
His truck had a flat tire. He couldn't loosen the
lug nuts. They went to a cafe to call a cab. He

Penelope Pritchard
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SONG OF MY SOUL
Song of my soul,
Be heard throughout the universe.
Rejoice in the cry of amazon womyn.
The fire burning inside me is millenniums old.
I feel the spirits of my sisters, warming me, keeping me strong.
Song of my soul,
Be heard throughout the universe.
My love,
Touch me, our spirits unite and call to our ancestors.
My soul now sings in harmony.
Song of my soul,
Be heard throughout the universe.
The world is my home, may I never be homeless.
Teachers, show us the way.
Help us heal our dying Mother,
So I may breathe in Life once again.
Song of my soul,
Be heard throughout the universe.
Listen to the wind,
It is the music to which we sing;
It is the instrument of our flight into eternity.
Elisa Lucozzi
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MAPPLETHORPE

Mapplethorpe, your work and talent lives on through your aesthetic awareness and ability to
capture beauty, like a famished wild animal captures it's prey. Your subject matter is that of real
life, with growth and progress. The things you did with color, shadows and light, are equal to that
of things of p~e nature. To capture the only moment, that will never exis! again, is jus~ on~ step
bel<?wperfection . It is one step below because of the fact that pure and ulumate per[ecti<:mis only
attamable by GOD, and that GOD, is the one that has been so generous to you, havmg given you
!he gift of seeing and being able to capture what and how you see, and sharing it with th?se that are
incapable of obtaining your miraculous sight. I was enthralled by your superfluous subjects, and
the way that you placed and portrayed them, each in their own moment of time. The millisecond
that will never return was yours. You saw its importance and chose to save it, and also to share it.
Even to show it off. If it hadn't been for you, there would not be a part of a lifestyle that would be
available to the rest of the population. To hear of something is just not, and never will be, the same
as viewing it in balance, and Black & White. There is so much life that is secret and kept from the
masses. This is not good because it keeps them narrow. You have developed a way to show the
~asses.about something, so that they can learn some thing that were thoug~t to be a_natomically
rmposs1ble, are actually possible and practiced. You taught that how one VIews art 1s very
connected to their upbringing and their past. I felt no remorse or anguish or shock by your
subjects. I will admit that I enjoyed some works more than others. If felt that I was privileged
enough to have had the opportunity to get an education by Professor Mapplethorpe. An education
by Mapplethorpe is very pleasant at times and very unusual at times. You see, Professor
Mappl_eth?rpe will teach you about the good, the bad and the ugly, and beautiful. And that is really
~hat hfe is ~bout, isn't it? The life is not all good, or all bad, it is a mixture of both sides. Of all
sides. He gives the whole truth and nothing but the truth. If a person does not want to gain
further knowledge about the realities of life, then I don't recommend a class with Professor
Mappl~th?rpe. If you want to learn, see, and experience some of the harsh realities of some
~eople s lives, !11enby all means take a course with Robert Mapplethorpe. He teaches only about
hfe, what else 1s there but death, and unfortunately that is where Mapplethorpe is now. I is a great
loss to the world, as far as I'm concerned, and to the ART profession. The monster Aids h~s
devoured yet another person who gave so much to this world, and our society. I feel the gnef of
the lo~s. of one so rare as Mr. Mapplethorpe. One who was able to see, and feel the life that so ~ew
are willmg _to take a chance at. Thank you, Mr. Mapplethorpe for letting us share your perspective
and your gift.
Sincerely,
Janet Singleman
September 14, 1990
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Carol Bearse is a teacher and poet. She has been
published in small literary journals and has been a poet
in the schools for the past eight years.

Heather Jones is a second year Threshold student and
is going to pursue a job in the clerical field.

Stephanie Krauss is our Art Editor and a student in
the Undergraduate School.

Alexandra
Susan Campbell is a former student at
Lesley College and currently studies philosophy at B.U.
She adds, "In youth we learn; in age we grow to
understand."

Anita Landa

Elizabeth
Coates is in the Human Services
Undergraduate Program at Lesley and is a member of the
'"Womantfwugfi.tstaff.

Caryn Mayo is an Undergraduate Student who is
anxiously awaiting to teach future generations.

Ali ssa Eisenberg, "the original Marge," has been
wri ting poetry for nine years and is planning on a future
career in Commercial Art & Design.

Sue Morse currently works for a Community Action
Agency in Malden . She hopes to become a clinical
psychologist and enjoys writing poetry as well as short
stories. She hopes to have more published.

Suzanne
Finlayson is a graduate student in the
Holistic Counseling Program who "loves life and
people."

Becky Pickard, "Marge's Roommate," is a junior in
the Undergraduate School.

Mike Galvin works in the Registrar's Office and looks
up such words as "pssitaceous" and "accipitrine."

Anne Elezabeth Pluto has been teaching in the
Undergraduate School for four years . The rooster is her
inspiration.

Cathy Grace is a second year students in Threshold
and will be entering the Early Childhood field.

Penelope

Melinda W. Green lives in Somerville with two cats
and her best friend. You can visit her at the Lesley
College Center.

Kristen Heller is an undergraduate student who has
also been published in the American Poetry Anthology.
"If you choose not to decide, you still have a choice."

- R i z is the nickname/pseudonym of Lisa RisleyAquizap, Lesley staff member (CRC), student, writer,
editor of The Labyrinth, an anti-censorship newsletter,
ardent Oxfordian, Assistant to the Director for Twelfth
Night (Or, What You Will), budding actress, and our
typist (among other things). She would like to get
some sleep.

Eunice Senat came to America from Haiti ten years
ago and is now a freshman at Le sley majoring in Early
ChildhocxlEducation.

Jen Hill is an undergraduate student and has been
writing short stories as well as poetry for five years.
She hope s to someday write a novel.
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Pritchard

Edy Shapiro is an Undergraduate student in _the
Human Services Program. She has been published on
threeother occasions and hopes to educate and help
others through her poetry .

Lorraine

Sinclair

Janet Singleman graduated from Lesley College with
a B.S. in Human Services.

The 6:00 Writing Class is Carol Doremus,
Bernadette Gillis, Cathy Grace, Christopher Korman,
Carlee McLaughlin, Shelly McMillan, Jenifer Mellish,
Tad Morris, Meryl Schiller, Ellen Sederman, Traci
Senton, & Kate Wardrop.

Cheryl Smith works in the Registrar's Office and has
been writing poetry for three years - "working to bring
the subconscious to life."

Spurn berg has been the Editor of
for two years and is a student in the
Undergraduate Human Services Program. Writing and
literature is her temporary escape from reality.

Stacy

'Womantfwugfit

Carlos

Suarez-Boulangger

Paula Trout is a former Lesley undergraduate student
and now attends Northeastern University.
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